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Self-assembly of dilute sequence-defined macromolecules is a complex phenomenon

in which the local arrangement of chemical moieties can lead to the formation of

long-range structure. The dependence of this structure on the sequence necessarily

implies that a mapping between the two exists, yet it has been difficult to model so

far. Predicting the aggregation behavior of these macromolecules is challenging due

to the lack of effective order parameters, a vast design space, inherent variability,

and high computational costs associated with currently available simulation tech-

niques. Here, we accurately predict the morphology of aggregates self-assembled from

sequence-defined macromolecules using supervised machine learning. We find that

regression models with implicit representation learning perform significantly better

than those based on engineered features such as k-mer counting, and a Recurrent-

Neural-Network-based regressor performs the best out of nine model architectures

we tested. Furthermore, we demonstrate the high-throughput screening of monomer

sequences using the regression model to identify candidates for self-assembly into se-

lected morphologies. Our strategy is shown to successfully identify multiple suitable

sequences in every test we performed, so we hope the insights gained here can be

extended to other increasingly complex design scenarios in the future, such as the

design of sequences under polydispersity and at varying environmental conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The self-assembly of block copolymers driven by microphase separation of different con-

stituent monomers is a well-studied phenomenon that has received sustained attention

for decades.1–11 This is due to both the fundamental interest in thermodynamics of soft

materials and their ability to form a rich array of aggregate morphologies such as spher-

ical micelles,12–15 rods,16–18 strings,19 vesicles,20,21 spindles,22 tubules,19,23,24 toroids,25–27

membranes,28–31 worm-like micelles,12–15 and other complex structures.32,33 As a result of

the structural variations that can be obtained (and in some cases also due to their bio-

compatibility), block copolymers offer a broad range of possible technological applications,

including biomaterials,34 photovoltaic devices,35–37 pharmaceuticals,38,39 nanoreactors,40,41

microelectronics,42 and many more.

Due to the astounding number of patterns now possible to realize in synthetic copolymers,

effectively leveraging the possibilities of polymer self-assembly requires predictive tools. For-

tunately, computational approaches are available across the many lengths and time scales

relevant to this problem, including Density Functional Theory,43 Molecular Dynamics (MD)

(from atomistic to coarse-grained),44–46 Monte Carlo,47 and mean field theories.19,48,49 Mean-

field theories, in particular, have emerged as a staple approach to understanding the mecha-

nism of self-assembly and have provided critical guidance for the experimental investigation

of related phenomena.

While very successful in describing bulk systems, mean-field approaches are less effective

in the dilute case, where the collective arrangement of individual chains becomes relevant.50

When theories are available, they require detailed prior information about the polymer

chains, such as Flory Huggins parameter and effective chemical potential fields – which in

the end forces one to resort to MD simulations to obtain estimates – while also not providing

any insight into the microscopic details of aggregate morphology.51,52 At the same time, even

coarse-grained MD simulations are still too expensive to perform an exhaustive search over

all possible monomer patterns to identify a suitable polymer design for a given application.

Recent work53 addressed this challenge by combining coarse-grained Molecular Dynamics

(MD) and evolutionary computation to study structure-property relationships of a model

copolymer and subsequently performed screening of single chain conformations, thereby

identifying sequences spanning a wide range of radius of gyration values. This illustrates
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the potential of efficient search schemes to predict the aggregate morphology resulting from

copolymer self-assembly using relatively few simulations (compared to the overall design

space).

Machine Learning (ML) is well suited to address this need and has emerged as an effective

tool for solving various problems in soft matter over the last decade.43,54–60 Furthermore, ML-

based screening has shown promising results in the past wherein it has been used for tasks

such as screening of complex molecules for polymer solar cells,61 exploration of nanomedicine

design space,62 and systematically identifying novel cancer drug targets,63 among others.64,65

The premise for this strategy is that from a small number of high-quality training data points,

the behavior of a much more extensive collection of possible system configurations can be

predicted. Thus, MD simulation’s relatively high computational cost can be amortized over

many thousands of predictions from the ML model, reducing the overall compute time.

In other contexts such as natural language processing, it has been shown that the quality

of the data encoding is critical to the performance of ML models; feature leaning is regarded

as an essential step for creating effective and explainable ML models.66 Unsurprisingly, the

importance of featurization also extends to materials informatics.67,68 Previous applications

of ML to materials design have explored features based on combinations of thermodynamic,

chemical, and topological information to manually create engineered features,69 represent-

ing macromolecules as chemistry-informed graph based features,70 converting monomeric

sequences to image-based features,71 or simple one-hot encoded features.72

In this work, we apply supervised ML to predict the aggregation behavior of a model

copolymer. Motivated by the variety of featurization techniques described in the literature,

we consider three different encoding schemes to encode the monomer sequences that require

information about only the monomer arrangement. Notably, even the formulation of this

problem requires order parameters for the aggregate morphology, which have only recently

been developed.73,74 Using these order parameters, we evaluate several classes of regression

models and identify features that lead to the most successful ones. Since self-assembly is a

stochastic process, we also quantify the intrinsic uncertainty as a benchmark for our model

evaluation.

After identifying a suitable predictive model, we perform high-throughput screening of

monomer sequences with a fixed composition. This amounts to proposing a small number of

target morphologies and then identifying the best candidate sequences from the collection of
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FIG. 1. Learned manifold describing the 2 038 morphologies from Ref. 74. 45 selected snap-

shots are shown to illustrate the spatial variation in morphology across the manifold. Z0 roughly

corresponds to strings versus droplets, while Z1 roughly corresponds to micelles versus sheets.

all possible sequences based on the model prediction. We find that the model always finds

sequences that yield qualitatively similar structures, and in most cases, the quantitative

agreement is within the variance expected due to intrinsic variability. The proposed method

is also attractive because the inference is very fast after the model has been trained. Our re-

sults show that even highly complex behaviors of soft matter systems can be predicted using

ML with relatively few training data, given that sufficient attention is given to identifying

suitable representations of the inputs and outputs.

II. METHODS

A. Molecular Dynamics simulations

We use the same model as our other recent work,74 adapted from disordered protein liquid-

liquid phase separation.75 In the model, polymer chains contain a fixed number of coarse-

grained beads that belong to one of two chemical groups: attractive A beads and purely
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repulsive B beads. The attractive beads interact via the standard Lennard-Jones potential

(σ, ε, rcut = 3σ),76 while the repulsive beads use the Weeks-Chandler-Andersen potential.77

Bonds between adjacent monomers are handled by the standard finitely extensible nonlinear

elastic (FENE) potential (R0 = 1.5σ,K = 30ε/σ2).78 Additional details are available in

Ref. 75.

In these simulations, only the monomer sequence was varied while all other parameters

were fixed. We considered a fixed composition with 60% A beads and 40% B beads, with

a chain length of 20 monomers for all polymers. The reason for keeping the composition

fixed is that the order parameters developed in our previous work considered only structures

formed by this composition; new compositions may lead to distinct structures not present

in our training set and therefore produce anomalous results.74 The volume of the box was

V ≈ (40σ)3 with N = 500 chains; the monomer volume fraction of approximately 8%

is below the overlap concentration. Equilibration was performed with HOOMD-blue79,80

(version 2.9.4) in the NVT ensemble using a Langevin thermostat to enforce a temperature

of T = 0.5ε.

Configurations were allowed to relax for 2 × 105τ from an initially random state before

the structure was evaluated. We examined the kinetics of the self-assembly process in

our prior work and this simulation time was the standard used in Ref. 74. However, we

did observe metastable intermediate morphologies from some sequences, especially vesicle

formers. In this work, we therefore consider only the aggregate morphology at time t =

2× 105τ rather than the true equilibrium state. The stochastic nature of the self-assembly

process is explicitly addressed in Section III A.

B. Unsupervised learning

After equilibrating the polymer chains, we apply our recently developed unsupervised

learning approach to obtain order parameters for the aggregates.73,74 In short, this approach

uses an extensive collection of local geometric features to create a low-dimensional embed-

ding of each bead’s neighborhood via nonlinear manifold learning. These features are then

aggregated in a global pooling scheme and reduced a second time to yield two snapshot-wide

order parameters, Z0 and Z1. This Z is a rotation-, translation-, and permutation-invariant

measure of the aggregate morphology. The algorithm is described in detail in Refs. 74 and
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73, and relies primarily on the Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP)81

approach. UMAP is a non-linear, unsupervised dimensionality reduction (i.e., manifold

learning) technique.

As introduced in Ref. 74, the Z manifold reveals the possible aggregate morphologies

formed from the chosen 60%-A-type composition. The structure of the manifold is shown in

Fig. 1 with some representative snapshots overlaid to illustrate the shape of the aggregates

in each region of Z. It can be seen that aggregates around the periphery of the manifold

correspond to “archetypes” while those closer to the middle is mixtures of multiple types.

This is a result of the manifold learning scheme preserving the topology of the data during

projection, such that the distance between archetypes is maximized while centrally located

aggregates are equidistant to the locations of their respective pure archetypes. The 2 038

points shown in Fig. 1 comprise the training data for our supervised learning task described

below.

C. Supervised learning

The main objective of this work is to approximate the function f : X → Z where X cor-

responds to the monomer sequence of a polymer chain and Z is a quantitative description of

the aggregate morphology as provided by our unsupervised learning scheme. To this end, we

consider a large number of common regression algorithms, including linear regression and its

regularized variants, the ensemble method Random Forest, the kernel method K-Neighbors,

and three variants of Neural Networks (NNs): Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), Convolu-

tional Neural Network (CNN), and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). The scikit-learn82

package is used for all except the NNs, which are implemented with pytorch.83 In all cases,

we use 10-fold cross-validation to train an ensemble of models on the 2 038 labeled samples

generated in Ref. 74 (and publicly available via the Zenodo repository84).

In order to apply regression models to the problem at hand, we must encode the monomer

sequences in a machine-readable form (i.e., as a vector X). However, the sequences them-

selves are not suitable for regression as they are natively written as a string of characters

(A or B). Therefore, in this paper, we focus on three methods of featurization: sequence

vectors, token counting, and implicit feature learning.

One unusual feature of this problem is the symmetry invariance of the polymer sequences;
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each sequence represents a physical object (i.e., a polymer chain) without a concept of

directionality. In fact, in the coarse-grained model employed here, it would be nonsensical

to have a discrepancy between the model prediction when feeding the sequence “forward”

versus “reversed.” As a result, we always consider the prediction of regression model to be

f̃(X) = 1
2

[f(X) + f(X ′)], where X is a sequence and X ′ is the mirror of that sequence.

This choice ensures that all models yield exactly one result for each polymer sequence.

For all models, we have performed systematic hyperparameter tuning using a Bayesian

optimization approach. The optimization was performed using the bayesian-optimization

package.85 In each case, we optimized based on only one fold of a ten-fold cross-validation

set. Final hyperparameter selection was validated by training on all ten folds and evaluating

the average performance. The RMSE on the test data was taken as the objective, and the

Expected Improvement acquisition function was used. We ran at least 50 iterations for all

models, but we also ran some for up to 100 iterations if they did not converge after 50.

D. Sequence vector encoding

The most straightforward featurization technique we investigated was encoding the se-

quence directly as a feature vector. In this scheme, the monomer chemical identity is rep-

resented as a vector of class labels (illustrated in Fig. 2(a)). Here, A is represented as 0,

and B is represented as 1, yielding a vector of binary values corresponding to each monomer

position in the chain. When provided with sequences encoded in this vector form, the re-

gression models do not receive any physically meaningful information about the topology of

the chain. That is, the performance would be identical if all the sequences were permuted

in the same way (e.g., swapping beads 1 and 5). For instance, when a Random Forest Re-

gressor was trained on ten random permutations of the sequence vectors, the coefficient of

determination (R-squared) was 0.6596± 0.0011 compared to 0.6604± 0.0028 using the cor-

rect sequence ordering (i.e., statistically indistinguishable results). This presents a serious

limitation in that the model is totally insensitive to the relative position of the monomers

to each other, and can only consider the absolute position of A and B type monomers.
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FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the three representation strategies used in the regression task.

E. Token counting (k-mers)

In order to imbue the models with a sense of the relative positions of different monomers,

we consider counting the frequency of k-mer tokens in the sequence (illustrated in Fig. 2(b)).

In this context, a k-mer is a substring of length k taken from the complete monomer sequence.

Because there is no sense of direction in the physical polymer chain, we count both “forward”

and “reverse” copies of the k-mer substring. For instance, the substring AB is a k-mer of

length k = 2 that appears twice in the string AAAAAABBBBBBBBAAAAAA – once on each side

of the B block, even though the order of the k-mer is reversed in the two occurrences. Note

that in this case the features X = X ′, so f̃ = f(X) = f(X ′) always, and there is no need to

average the two for consistency. After counting the k-mers, a frequency vector is passed as

input to the regression model.

Here we have considered k-mers with length k = 2 to k = 10. The lower limit of 2 ensures

the model receives sufficient information to make a prediction, as k = 1 would reduce the

count of A and B type beads in the chain, which is fixed in our study. The upper limit is a
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practical one to limit the number of tokens that must be counted; there are 1 085 possible

10-mers which makes the token frequency slow to compute. This kind of engineered feature

has been known to increase the predictive power of the ML models allowing the flexibility to

use less complex models that are faster.86,87 We do not need to train on mirrored copies of

the sequences because the k-mers are combined with their mirrored versions in the frequency

vector; the token frequency of a reversed sequence is identical to the original sequence.

F. Representation learning

Representation learning is an integral part of natural language processing to understand

the representations of raw tokens like words or characters in a collection of texts. In this

encoding scheme, we rely on learned embeddings of the raw monomer tokens to derive

meaning from the sequence (illustrated in Fig. 2(c)). While this can also be thought of as

using the sequence vector scheme together with a Neural Network(NN) -based regression

model, we discuss this class of encodings separately due to the ability of these regressors to

apply nonlinear transformations on the input data to yield more meaningful representations

inside the model. The impact of this capability will be clearly visible in the Results.

For the Representation Learning encoding scheme, we consider three types of NNs:

MLP, CNN, and RNN. The MLP is a feedforward artificial NN with fully connected layers.

While relatively simple, this architecture is able to learn relationships between the different

monomer positions on the chain through connections between the input layer and hidden

neurons. On the other hand, CNN and RNN explicitly consider the structure of the se-

quence data. CNNs learn filters that leverage the spatial distribution of data in a sample;

the sequence is represented as a 1D “image” and the spatial filters identify patterns such as

blocky regions. Meanwhile, RNNs read each monomer in the chain one at a time and use

a memory scheme to encode patterns. RNNs have been widely used for modeling sequence

data in ordinal or temporal problems such as image captioning,88 language to language

translation,89 natural language processing,90 speech recognition90 and so on. This should

result in a greater ability to abstract sequence-based patterns from the input.

After hyperparameter tuning, the best MLP model was a 12-layer fully connected NN

with neurons in each successive hidden layer decreasing evenly from 128 in the first layer to

57 in the last (i.e., each layer had 7 fewer weights). We used the ReLU activation function (it
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was not optimized as a hyperparameter). This model is referred to as MLP-12 throughout

this article to distinguish it from the shallow MLP-1 that had only one layer (to demonstrate

the importance of multiple nonlinear transforms).

Our CNN was comprised of a variable number of convolutional layers, each with variable

kernel width and variable number of channels. After hyperparameter optimization, the

optimal architecture was found to be 8 convolutional layers with 13 channels coming from

kernels 12 monomers wide. We again used the ReLU activation function.

For the RNN, we use Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs).91 GRUs are a relatively recent class

of RNNs introduced in 2014 and is an advancement over a standard RNN because it over-

comes the problems of vanishing gradients by using gates and memory cells. Additionally,

they are computationally more efficient than Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)92 networks

because GRUs have simpler architecture and fewer gates. Bidirectional GRUs further train

two networks, where one traverses the input sequence from left to right (“forward”) while

another traverses from right to left (“reverse”). The bidirectional model thereby yields two

low-dimensional embeddings of the sequence, which are merged via concatenation. This en-

ables the network to have the sequence information in both directions at each token in the

sequence and is known to perform better than unidirectional GRU models in other sequence

modeling tasks.93,94 The architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3(a).

The final RNN model employed for sequence prediction had three bidirectional GRU

layers with 7-dimensional hidden states followed by a fully connected linear layer. We again

used the ReLU activation function. The model was again trained on the sequence vectors.

We trained with a batch size of 128 for 1 000 epochs using the Adam optimizer with a

learning rate of 0.01. Furthermore, a custom loss function was used to ensure the model

learned a symmetric representation of the polymer sequences:

L = Lfwd + Lrev + Lsym, (1)

where Lfwd indicates the “forward” pass, Lrev indicates the “reverse” pass, and Lsym is a

penalty for violating symmetry. Each of these terms is simply a Mean Squared Error loss

10
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FIG. 3. Schematic of the RNN regressor architecture and training procedure.

between respective observations and targets:

Lfwd = EX [(f(X)− Z)2] (2)

Lrev = EX [(f(X ′)− Z)2] (3)

Lsym = EX [(f(X)− f(X ′))2] (4)

This loss function is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3(b).

III. RESULTS

A. Stochasticity in observed aggregate morphology

Our prior work74 observed that repeated self-assembly simulations of the identical se-

quences at the same thermodynamic conditions resulted in considerable variability. However,

we did not perform an exhaustive analysis of the intrinsic variability of the self-assembly

process that results from these stochasticity in the initial state and random thermal forces.
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are calculated from the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix from replica MD simulations with the

same monomer sequence. (bottom) Histogram of Root Mean Squared Distance from an average of

replicas.

Here, we simulate three replicas each of 200 different sequences to systematically evaluate

the expected amount of variability from self-assembly of the same sequence. In essence, the

objective is to bound the best possible performance we should expect from a deterministic

regression model of a stochastic process.

The sequences represent a subset of the 2 038 labeled sequences shown in Fig. 1, chosen

to sample the learned manifold approximately uniformly using K-Means clustering. Each

chosen sequence was repeated three times, and the covariance between samples was analyzed

to provide context for the regression models. The eigenvectors of the covariance matrix for

each set of simulations were used to render representative ellipses in Fig. 4. These can

be thought of as the smallest ellipse encompassing all the points observed from a single

sequence.

As shown in the figure, there is a large range of variances observed in the simulations.
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The distribution is reflected in the histogram of root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) in the

bottom panel of Fig. 4. The median of observed deviations is RMSD = 0.57, while the

mean is RMSD = 0.67, confirming the skew visible in the histogram. This should provide a

lower bound on the expected performance of any regression model since even the generating

function itself (i.e., the MD simulation) will have a typical uncertainty of around 0.5 to 0.7.

There may also be some spatial dependence on the uncertainty, such as reduced variance

for Z0 < 5 compared to Z0 > 5. The results are colored by angle to show the spatial

dependence on the direction of variance, such as those in the liquid-like Z0 > 10 region

being biased towards higher variance in the horizontal direction compared to those in the

vesicle-like Z1 > 5 region being biased towards higher variance in the vertical direction.

B. Regression with sequence vectors

We evaluated the performance of the following regression models using the sequence vector

input scheme: Linear,95 Lasso,96 Ridge,97 K-Neighbors,98 Random Forest,99 and MLP.99

Lasso and Ridge regressions are linear regression schemes that use L1 and L2 regularization,

respectively, which results in Lasso preferring to shrink some weights to zero. Evaluating

these three models gives insight into how effectively each input feature produces accurate

output. The other models all have some nonlinear capability. K-Neighbors use a distance

metric to identify the most similar observations and make the inference by aggregating those

similar samples; the nonlinearity comes from switching which neighbors are included in the

aggregation. This model allows us to evaluate whether the input encoding exhibits a similar

topology to the Z labels. Random Forest uses an ensemble of decision trees to predict

the output, with the trees being optimized according to information-theoretic measures.

Its nonlinearity comes from branching in the trees. Finally, the MLP uses repeated linear

transforms modified by a nonlinear activation function. It has many trainable weights and

cannot be readily interpreted.

The root-mean-square error (RMSE) and coefficient of determination (R2) for different

models on the label-encoded features are shown in Fig. 5. For ML models, the training set

represents data seen by the model during fitting, while the testing set represents unseen

data that should indicate the performance in general. Significant discrepancies in train and

test performance, therefore, indicate overfitting.
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(RMSE, lower is better) and model coefficient of determination (R2, higher is better) are shown.

Here, the error bars show averaged standard deviation representing the test performance with

respect to the 10 trained models of each class of models obtained by cross-fold validation.

Starting with the linear models, we observe that Linear and Ridge regression perform

about the same, while Lasso performs worse. On the other hand, the nonlinear models ap-

pear to be much more susceptible to overfitting, with K-Neighbors being the worst offender.

The poor performance of K-Neighbors in testing suggests that Euclidean distance in the
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“sequence vector space” does not approximate the structure of the aggregate morphology

space well. We tried other metrics, such as Hamming distance and cosine similarity, but the

results did not vary significantly. Random Forest performs better in testing and also has

less egregious overfitting. Finally, we see that MLP-1 performs the best in testing while also

shrinking the gap between test and train performance.

It is noteworthy that the nonlinear methods strictly outperform the linear methods in

both training and testing. All evidence supports the notion that the sequence vector poorly

represents the physics at play in the aggregation process. For instance, the overfitting of the

K-Neighbors shows how unreliable it is to use chemical identity of individual monomers as

features. Likewise, regularization of the linear models reduces performance without reducing

overfitting (because no overfitting is observed).

C. Regression with token frequency

Next, we evaluated the performance of the same regression methods using the token

frequency of k-mers. Critically, this provides a nonlinear featurization that captures inter-

actions between monomers up to k − 1 beads away in the chain, which should improve the

performance relative to using sequence vectors. The results for varying k are shown in Fig. 6.

As before, lower RMSE is better, and the discrepancy between train and test performance

indicates overfitting.

In general, RMSE decreases as k increases, except for K-Neighbors, which shows a local

minimum at k = 4 before increasing again with high k. This is likely because the distance

metric becomes more meaningful as additional tokens are added to the vector up to a point,

whereafter the space becomes too high-dimensional, and the neighborhood is less meaningful.

For the other models, having access to more features and features that convey more non-

local information improves the predictive performance. At the same time, this also results

in increased overfitting for higher k, as indicated by the growing gap between test and train

curves for each model.

Again evaluating the linear model variants, we see that Lasso performs significantly worse

than Linear or Ridge, which are nearly identical. It is interesting to observe this in the k-

mer featurization strategy in addition to the sequence vector one since the k-mer tokens are

supposed to include nonlinearity. We assumed at the outset that certain patterns would
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indicate different aggregate morphology, such as alternating monomers corresponding to

more liquid-like structures, while repeated monomers of the same type would probably

correspond to micelle-like structures. Based on Fig. 6, this is not the case; the feature

selection induced by Lasso’s L1 regularization leads to clearly worse performance than the

weight sharing induced by Ridge’s L2 regularization. In essence, the regressors actually suffer

from regularization, indicating that utilizing more of the available features is necessary to

generalize to unseen data. The only time either of the regularized models outperform Linear

Regression is for k > 8, but even here Lasso regression performs quite poorly.

To corroborate this observation, we also performed hyperparameter tuning for the regu-

larized linear models. These have a single parameter α that controls the relative strength

of the regularization term. For both Lasso and Ridge, the optimal solution was to drive α

towards zero; the regularized models never performed better than vanilla Linear Regression
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for k ≤ 8. However, when k > 8 the Linear Regression failed to generalize to the unseen

test data. On these cases Lasso performed exactly the same as it did for k = 3, which

was generally very poor but insensitive to the proliferation of input features. As a result of

these observations, the data reported here are for the default value of α = 1 rather than the

optimized α ≈ 0 which approximate Linear Regression.

MLP-1 and Random Forest perform about the same as each other across the k range,

with MLP-1 performing slightly better overall. Random Forest can be seen significantly

overfitting even at low k, indicating again that k-mer token counts are not very informative.

This is also reinforced by the improved performance of the nonlinear models on the label

encoded vectors compared to any k. Hyperparameter tuning did not yield statistically signif-

icant improvement in the Random Forest model. MLP-1 was deliberately left unoptimized

to compare to the optimized DNN version described in the following section.

D. Representation learning

Here we investigated several variants of Deep Neural Networks to attempt to learn more

meaningful representations from the sequences. These included a deep MLP with 12 layers

(MLP-12), a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), and a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN).

Our most successful model was a bidirectional-GRU-based RNN, with an RMSE of 1.407±
0.091 on training data. This was substantially better than the other DNNs, where the

MLP-12 gave a RMSE of 1.72± 0.16 and the CNN gave a RMSE of 1.75± 0.13. While the

MLP-12 does have the capacity for representation learning, it cannot utilize the structural

information in the sequences.

It was surprising that the CNN performs only slightly better than the MLP-12, while

the RNN shows a strong advantage over either of those models. To the former point, we

suspect that the 1D nature of the problem allows the MLP-12 to match the performance

of the CNN, whereas in higher dimensions the MLP would lack the capacity to effectively

learn convolutions. The latter point may be related to the number of trainable weights in

the different models: 101 617 for the MLP-12, 15 186 for the CNN, and 3 058 for the RNN.

Thus the RNN model may be able to better learn generalizable representations using (80%

of) 2 038 labeled data during training.

Note that the hyperparameter optimization was based on performance on the test set,
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so the strong overfitting shown in Fig. 7 is not a result of optimizing based on training

performance. Instead, these models with many trainable weights still generalized (i.e., gave

lower RMSE on unseen data) better than smaller models with similar architectures. Thus,

it is possible that the performance gap between RNN and CNN or MLP-12 may shrink with

more training data.

On a related note, our hyperparameter optimization was tightly constrained for the CNN

to control the dimensionality of the problem – we kept the kernel width and number of chan-

nels constant across all the layers. It is possible that an unconstrained (higher dimensional)

hyperparameter optimization could find a CNN model that matches or exceeds the perfor-

mance of RNN. However, our result is still significant in the sense that the RNN performs

better than the CNN given a similar hyperparameter tuning program (i.e., we also kept the

hyperparameters of the GRU layers the same throughout the network).

We also performed an ablation study on the custom symmetry loss term in Eq. 1. In the

case of the RNN, the performance with a simple MSE loss term (while still respecting the

equivalence of the reversed sequences) deteriorated to RMSE = 2.116±0.078, a 50% increase

in error. On the other hand, the RMSE of the MLP-12 and CNN models did not result in

a statistically significant change in the RMSE. This is likely a result of the sequential read-

in of the RNN, which cannot be made symmetric by construction, whereas the CNN and

MLP-12 can learn to produce symmetric mappings.

As previously noted, the MLP-1 has a limited ability to learn representations with its

single layer, so its performance is reduced at RMSE of 1.983± 0.053. The next-best model

that has no representation learning capability is Ridge regression for k = 10 with RMSE

2.48 ± 0.15, which is only slightly better than Random Forest and Linear regression. The

dominance of the DNN models demonstrates the unsuitability of both the sequence vector

and token frequency features for the regression task.

E. Comparison of regression models

To summarize, we considered three types of features as input to the regression models

in this study: sequence vectors, k-mer token counts, and implicit representation learning by

NN. Six different regressors comprising three linear and three nonlinear models were trained

on the sequence vector features and on the token counts with varying lengths of pattern
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the best result for each class of overall model representations considered,

where lower values are better. The label Seq indicates the full sequence vector, while k=L indicates

k-mers of length L. Similar to Fig. 5, the error bars for the respective models in this figure show

the averaged standard deviation representing the test performance with respect to the 10 trained

models of each class of models obtained by cross-fold validation.

from k = 2 to k = 10. Three additional NN-based architectures with implicit representation

learning were also tested on the sequence vectors. Of the encoding schemes, representation

learning by NN consistently performed the best. Supporting this, the RNN model performed

the best of all the models, with MLP-12 and CNN tied for a statistically indistinguishable

second place.

Beyond accuracy, it may be worth considering the training and inference time for the

different models. The only models that took more than 1 s to train were Random Forest,

MLP-1, and the DNN models (MLP-12, CNN, and RNN). Random Forest took 1.01 s to

train on sequence vector and 17.5 s to train on tokens with k = 10 but had inference times

of 10-20 ms in both cases (to predict 203 samples). MLP-1 took 27.5 s to train on sequence

vector and 199 s to train on tokens with k = 10 but had inference times of 0.5 ms and 2.42 ms,

respectively. Training times for the DNNs varied, but a representative figure is 10 epochs/s
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when training on an NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU. For 1,000 epochs this corresponds to a 100 s

training time for a single model. Inference times for the DNNs depended on complexity, with

MLP-12 taking about 0.9 ms but the CNN taking 10.5 ms and RNN taking 13.1 ms (again,

for a single model to predict 203 samples). Note that inference was performed on CPU; GPU

hardware was only used for model training. For reference, MD simulations typically took

6-13 minutes on the same GPU hardware. Therefore avoiding even a single MD simulation

by use of the DNN predictions would save time during screening.

We summarize the results in Fig. 7 wherein the best version of each model over all

input representations is considered. The plot shows that token counts perform better than

sequence vectors for linear models, while for nonlinear models, the performance is best

with the sequence vector as input. The RNN reading full sequence vectors outperforms all

other regression schemes across all representation learning techniques, achieving RMSE of

1.407 ± 0.091 in testing. Note that this compares favorably to the RMSD of 0.67 reported

in Fig. 4, which would be the minimum error we could theoretically expect. As the best-

performing model, the RNN is used in the high-throughput screening procedure that follows

in the remainder of this article.

F. High-throughput screening

The obvious practical application of a well-trained regression model is to identify se-

quences that assemble into a target aggregate morphology from among the many thousands

of possible permutations. Accordingly, we deploy the ensemble of ten trained RNN models

(one for each fold in the cross-validation of Fig. 7) to predict the aggregate morphology (i.e.,

Z embedding) for all 63 090 unique sequences with 60% A monomers (the origin of this num-

ber is explained in the ESI†). From these predictions, we perform high-throughput screening

to select the most promising candidates for exhibiting the desired aggregate structure.

We present the results from two demonstrations of this high-throughput screening ap-

proach. First, we seek sequences with morphology similar to the six sequences reported in

Table 2 of Ref. 74, corresponding to the “archetypal” structures in the learned manifold. We

refer to these structures as strings, membranes, vesicles, liquid droplets, spherical micelles,

and wormlike micelles, for labels (a)-(f) respectively. Second, we select eight morphologies

from the 2 038 labeled data points using K-Means clustering, such that they are well dis-
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FIG. 8. Results of the high-throughput screening using the RNN regressor trained on 2038 labeled

data from Ref 74. (top) Targets based on structures/sequences from Table 1 of Ref 74. (bottom)

Targets based on k-means clustering of the labeled sequences. Similar to Fig. 4(top), in both the

cases in this figure, the ellipses give a visual representation of the anisotropic uncertainty; they are

calculated from the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix from replica MD simulations with the

same monomer sequence.

persed across the latent space. In each case, we choose the five sequences with the smallest

Euclidean distance in Z between the prediction of the RNN model Z̃ and the target location

Zt, not permitting sequences that are already present in the 2 038 labeled set. For each

sequence, five replicas were simulated to quantify stochasticity in the self-assembly process.
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FIG. 9. Ranked list of sequences used to generate Fig. 8a.

The results of the high-throughput screening are shown in Fig. 8. At least one of the five

candidate sequences includes the target structure within one standard deviation of its mean

for all but a few of the targets. As indicated by the ellipses, the covariance among replicas

is significantly smaller in the archetypes (top) compared to the K-Means clusters (bottom).

This is consistent with Fig. 4, which shows reduced variance on the periphery of the latent

space compared to the center; Since UMAP assumes a uniform density, morphologies with

the higher disorder (and thus more possible states) are distorted to occupy a larger area

than more ordered ones (with fewer possible states).

Note that variance is shown for both the simulation results (circles) and RNN predictions

(triangles) in Fig. 8; for the regression model, the variance comes from cross-fold validation.

Large uncertainty around the targets – especially (h) – reveals low confidence in the ensemble

to predict successful candidates. The ensemble prediction uncertainty generally seems to be

smaller than the actual error observed in MD simulations.

The sequences selected by the screening procedure the archetypal structures in Fig. 8(a)

are shown in Fig. 9. To reiterate, these five sequences are the ones predicted by the RNN to
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lie closest to a target Zt from among all possible candidates. In the figure, they are ordered

by how close they appeared to the target in validation MD simulations, but in many cases

the results are well within the radius expected due to stochastic variation. Therefore, these

figures are best read as five nearly-equally-good candidates to produce the target morphology,

and the general patterns spanning all five should be noted.

In Fig. 9, these patterns are quite clear. For panel (a), corresponding to strings, we see

A-blocks of length 5 in the center of the chain together with another A-block of length 3

at one end. For panels (b)-(c), corresponding to membranes and vesicles, we see regularly

spaced A-blocks of length 3-4 throughout the chain broken by single or paired B monomers.

For panel (d), corresponding to liquids, the sequences are nearly random, with only a few

blocks of length 3 and none longer than that. For panel (e), corresponding to spherical

micelles, the RNN favors long A-blocks with only a few A monomers dispersed throughout

the rest of the chain. Finally, for panel (f), corresponding to wormlike micelles, sequences

with two long A-blocks and one short A-block are chosen. Similar patterns can be observed

in Fig. S1 in the ESI†, but we refrain from listing them in the main text since they largely

follow the archetypes described above but are less regular.

To further illustrate the successful outcome of this procedure, we show the best and

worst snapshots for each archetypal structure target in Fig. 10. Visual inspection reveals

that tightly clustered points in latent space such as (a) appear very similar, while those with

a higher variance like (c) exhibit slightly different morphology. To be clear, we emphasize

that each target was matched with five sequences with five replicas each, so the configuration

shown to the right of each panel (a)-(f) is the worst of 25 possible snapshots targeting that

morphology. An equivalent figure is available in the ESI†for the structures depicted in

Fig. 8(b). Note that those tend to exhibit greater variance as indicated by the larger ellipses

compared to Fig. 8(a).

G. Interpretation of RNN inference

Fig. 9 shows that while general patterns hold for the five selected sequences, it may be

difficult to develop simple rules to achieve high accuracy on the classification task. For

instance, the strings in Fig. 9(a) appear to be characterized by A-blocks of length 5 in the

center and length 3 at one end, but some sequences in Fig. 9(b) are only one or two edits
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FIG. 10. Snapshots from the simulations in the bottom row of Fig. 8, corresponding to the targets

examined in our prior work. Coloring is determined by the local environment around each particle,

as described in Ref. 74. The left panels are closest to the target in the batch of candidates (the

best result of 25 samples), right panels are farthest away (the worst result of 25 samples). Labels

correspond to those in Fig. 8.

away from meeting this definition, yet we know they form membranes instead. While a

human expert could reasonably learn to classify the final observed morphologies based on

characteristics of the sequence such as the example given here, the task performed by the

RNN model is far more difficult than the one just described. The RNN is performing a

quantitative regression on the sequences and predicting precisely where it will appear in a

continuous structural space. Even though the prediction is not always accurate, the model

is always precise, providing numerical values for the two order parameters that follow some

internal logic. For instance, the model is converting the raw sequence into something like

“A-blocks of length 5 in the center and length 3 at one end, except with some random bit

flips throughout” and then into a value for Z̃ as the data passes through the layers of the

network.

While the details of the RNN are mostly hidden behind its complexity, we can gain some
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qualitative understanding by evaluating its predictions in some case studies. To develop an

intuition for these predictions we consider a paradigm of contrast: placing sequences that

the RNN model considers good matches for a target structure side by side with sequences

predicted to be bad matches. Following this approach, we can describe the model predictions

using both the presence and absence of recognizable features.

To maximize the information gained through this contrastive approach, we search for the

most similar sequences that are predicted to have the greatest discrepancy in morphology.

In effect, we ask the following question: how could a target sequence be modified with to

achieve (i) the least change in predicted morphology and (ii) the greatest change in predicted

morphology. We measure the using the Levenshtein edit distance100 (as implemented in

this101 Python package), which is slightly more sophisticated than a Euclidean distance as

it considers operations like shifting a substring by one unit to be the same as a bit flip. Due

to the symmetry of the sequences we also define our distance metric to be the minimum of

the edit distance on the forward and reversed target.

The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. ??. In each panel, a single sequence is

analyzed by contrasting the sequences predicted to have the most similar and least similar

morphology at a fixed edit distance. Thus, moving up the y axis results shows sequences

that resemble the target sequence less, while the x axis separates sequences that the RNN

predicts will form a similar morphology (left) from those predicted to form a very differ-

ent morphology (right). Note there are no sequences at edit distance of one due to fixed

composition (i.e., any edit of A-to-B necessitates a corresponding B-to-A edit).

Taking Fig. ??(a) as an example, we again see the “A-blocks of length 5 in the center

and length 3 at one end” motif characteristic of the string-forming sequences at the bottom

(at zero edit distance and labeled “Target”). As we move up the left column of sequences,

various changes are made to the sequence without disrupting this motif, resulting in little

change to the predicted distance from the Target – until the number of edits exceeds seven,

where a corresponding drift is observed in the predicted distance. Meanwhile, moving up the

right column shows the fewest number of edits that can maximally disrupt the motif: first

breaking the central block, then the end block. With only four edits the motif is completely

erased, resulting in a plateau in maximum Z distance.

Nearly the same trend can be observed in Fig. ??(e), with a diblock motif corresponding

to spherical micelles. In this case, the minimally disruptive edits correspond to shifting the
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FIG. 11. Contrastive analysis of RNN inference on selected sequences from Fig. 8(a). Symbols

show Levenshtein edit distance versus predicted distance from target sequence in Z space. Blue

left triangles show minimum ||∆Z̃||2 at fixed edit distance from among all possible sequences (at

fixed composition), while orange right triangles show maximum.

A-block from the edge to the center, while maximally disruptive edits shorten the A-block

and lead to an essentially random sequence. Precisely the reverse effect can be observed

in Fig. ??(d), wherein an initially non-blocky sequence is given several short blocks that

coalesce into longer blocks with additional edits.

While it is impossible to fully explain the decisions of the RNN, this analysis should

offer some insight into the trends that are especially favorable or unfavorable for particular

morphologies. An equivalent analysis is presented for the sequences from Fig. 8(b) in the

ESI†.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we demonstrate the use of supervised ML to identify monomer sequences

for a model copolymer that self-assembles into aggregates with prescribed morphology. The

objective of the supervised regression task is to learn a mapping between the monomer

sequence and the morphology of the self-assembled aggregates under fixed environmental

conditions. Since this target morphology is used to fit a regression model, we require a

quantitative order parameter, which was only recently developed in Ref. 74. We emphasize

that this provides a continuous description of morphology throughout the entire structural

space, rather than consolidating aggregates into discrete classes.

To obtain an accurate predictive model, we evaluated three different representation

schemes for the monomer sequences: raw sequence vectors, k-mer token counts, and fea-

ture learning by NNs. The effectiveness of each scheme was determined by considering the

accuracy (via R-squared and RMSE metrics) of regression models using that representation

and trained to predict the morphology of 2 038 sequences simulated in our prior work.74 The

results clearly show that feature learning is the most effective strategy, whereas raw sequence

vectors perform poorly for linear models (low accuracy) and nonlinear kernel-based models

(overfitting). Surprisingly, k-mer token counting was only more effective than raw sequence

vectors for linear models, presumably because these models have no other way of accounting

for the nonlinearity of the problem. The raw sequence vectors were more effective in all

other cases, and it was most effective when feature learning was available via NN. We also

found that RNNs with GRU layers performed better than NNs with only fully connected

layers (i.e., MLPs) or convolutional layers (CNN).

The best regression model we trained was a bidirectional-GRU-based RNN, which gave

an RMSE of 1.407±0.091 when deployed on unseen test data. This compares favorably with

the intrinsic uncertainty observed in the self-assembly process, which had RMSD = 0.67.

Using this model, we performed high throughput screening to identify suitable sequences

from the over 63 000 possible sequences at the chosen composition. For each of 14 target

aggregate morphologies, represented as a point in the continuous morphology manifold, we

selected the five sequences predicted to be closest to that point by the RNN model. MD

simulations of these sequences showed that the model successfully identified sequences that

matched the qualitative morphology of the target in the vast majority of cases, and at least
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one of the five sequences matched quantitatively in every case. Furthermore, the accuracy

was much better than the RMSE when targeting archetypes than the disordered structures,

indicating that the high variability in the center of the manifold may dominate estimates of

model accuracy. Both MD simulation data and the trained RNN models are available on

Zenodo,102 and our source code (mostly in the form of Jupyter notebooks) is available on

Github.103

A major limitation of the present study is the restriction to fixed composition, density,

temperature, and so on, with only the monomer sequence varying between simulations.

This was primarily driven by the availability of existing data from prior work, but we also

anticipate additional challenges when training the model on a much larger domain. However,

the practical usefulness of the proposed approach will depend on its ability to scale up to

increasingly complex design scenarios. We also limited our study to monodisperse chains,

which does not reflect the reality of most experimental copolymer systems. Thus, it will

be crucial to include polydispersity in the future to capture the physical reality of these

materials. Our work here clearly demonstrates that these open challenges are worth pursuing

with an RNN-based regression model.

Finally, we speculate that our results will hold for targets other than our learned order

parameters if the property of interest are functions of the aggregate morphology. Essentially,

the results will be most applicable to implicit functions of Z. In principle it is possible to

predict any property that is a function of the polymer sequence, but in these cases it is not

clear whether the same conclusions will be found regarding effectiveness of different model

architectures. We also do not know a priori how different environments will affect the model

performance. For instance, for copolymer melts we speculate that the local variation in

monomer sequence of individual chains will be less influential to the chain packing, perhaps

decreasing or even reversing the superiority of the RNN over CNN and MLP models. We

leave this investigation for future work.
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The origin of the 63 090 unique sequences used in High Throughput Screening can be

explained by permutations and combinations of the fixed number of A type beads within

the monomer sequence. The total number of possible sequences is 20!
12!(8)!

= 125 970. However,

this treats forward and reverse sequences as distinct, thereby double-counting, hence it needs

to be halved to 62 985 sequences. Then, we need to add back the perfectly symmetrical

sequences. In order to count the perfectly symmetrical sequences, there would be 2 possible

cases wherein the 10th and 11th position would be occupied by either AA or BB and the other

2 possible cases AB or BA are not possible because then the sequence would be asymmetrical

(as it would then leave behind 7 A and 11 B to arrange in either of the sides of the 10th and

11th positions). Hence, the possible symmetrical sequences for the case where AA occupies

10th and 11th positions would be 9!
2·6!(3)! = 42. Similarly, for the case where BB occupies the

10th and 11th positions, the number of possible sequences would be 9!
2·5!(4)! = 63. Adding

these symmetrical sequences back, gives us a total of 62 985 + 42 + 63 = 63 090 possible

sequences.

Note that in practice, we arrived at this number by exhaustive enumeration and explicitly

checking for symmetry. This explanation is only provided post hoc for the satisfaction of

the interested reader.
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FIG. S1. Ranked list of sequences used to generate Fig. 8(b) in the main text.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

FIG. S2. Snapshots from the simulations in Fig. 8(b) in the main text, corresponding to the

targets selected by K-Means clustering. Coloring is determined by the local environment around

each particle, as described in Ref. 74. The left panels are closest to the target in the batch of

candidates (the best result of 25 samples), right panels are farthest away (the worst result of 25

samples). Labels correspond to those in Fig. 8(b).
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FIG. S3. Contrastive analysis of RNN inference on selected sequences from Fig. 8(b). Symbols

show Levenshtein edit distance versus predicted distance from target sequence in Z space. Blue

left triangles show minimum ||∆Z̃||2 at fixed edit distance from among all possible sequences (at

fixed composition), while orange right triangles show maximum.
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